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Abstract
Multifunctional soft materials create intriguing new opportunities to enhance performance and
enable innovative designs. I will present two examples of this approach, one that utilizes material
composition through liquid-solid hybrid composites for soft machines and deformable electronics
and another inspired by kirigami, the art of paper cutting, where material structures are
manipulated to create materials with tunable functionality. For hybrid composites, I will present
an all-soft matter approach that combines soft elastomers with dispersions of liquid-phase
eutectic Ga-In (EGaIn) metal alloy microdroplets. Experimental and theoretical investigations
show that liquid metal droplets incorporated into elastomers enables exceptional combinations of
soft elasticity and electrical and thermal properties with extreme toughness, autonomously
self-healing circuits, and mechanically triggered stiffness tuning.1, 2 For kirigami, I will present a
framework for designing materials with highly tunable mechanical and adhesive properties.3, 4

This is demonstrated with hybrid cut architectures to create highly tunable mechanical properties,
stretchable conductors, and rapid magnetoactive soft actuators which elongate to 330 % strain in
∼0.1 s. Furthermore, by incorporating kirigami-inspired structures at interfaces, we can enhance
adhesive force by a factor of 100 across a spatially patterned sheet while tuning adhesion in
different directions for high capacity yet easy release interfaces. These approaches provide model
systems to study fundamental material properties while enabling electronic skins, soft robots, and
‘smart’ adhesives for a variety of soft matter systems.

1 Liquid metal composites
Soft materials that sense, actuate, self-heal, and actively tune properties provide opportunities to
create highly multifunctional materials.5–7 This allows for material systems that are highly
deformable and mechanically tunable and robust across diverse length scales. The ability for
functional materials to bend, stretch, and twist is typically accomplished by utilizing elastomeric
substrates as a carrier for active materials. This approach is highly versatile and amendable to
diverse materials including deterministically patterned metal wires or ‘wavy’ circuitry,8, 9

networks of conductive nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes and graphene,10, 11 and
conductive and semi-conducting polymers.12, 13 Another method is to use non-toxic liquid metal
(LM) alloys such as Galinstan or eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn). This approach has led to
highly elastic circuitry,14 tunable antennas,15, 16 and deformation sensors.17, 18 The use of a
conductive liquid combines the desirable electrical and thermal properties of metal with the
deformability and softness of fluids, providing an intriguing option for multifunctional soft
materials. Such materials can be useful for a variety of applications, including soft robotics19–21

and “artificial skin” electronics for bio-monitoring and human-machine interaction.11, 22, 23

Previously, the author and other researchers have shown that LM-embedded elastomer
(LMEE) composites can be engineered to exhibit a wide range of material properties – from
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dielectric insulators24 with high thermal conductivity25–27 and toughness28 to electric
conductors29–32 that autonomously form new conductive pathways when the material is torn,
punctured, or removed.33 Here we present the thermal and mechanical properties of liquid, solid,
and liquid-solid multiphase soft elastomer composites. We incorporate a series of spherical, solid
microparticles including iron (Fe), copper (Cu), silver (Ag), and nickel (Ni) into LM(EGaIn) and
then disperse this suspension in a soft, highly extensible silicone elastomer. We find modest
increases in thermal conductivity for multiphase systems with significant stiffening and
reductions in stretchability. Contrary to solid particles, LM inclusions can be incorporated into
composites with much greater volume which enables significantly enhanced thermal
conductivities while displaying greater extensibility and lower stiffness. Composites consisting
only of liquid filler can be loaded up to φ = 80% (φ = vol(totalfiller)

vol(composite)
) with thermal conductivities

up to k = 6.7± 0.1 W ·m−1 ·K−1 while still being electrically insulating. Taking advantage of
the extensibility of the LM elastomer systems, we stretch an electrically insulating LM composite
with φ = 60% (sample with appreciable thermal conductivity and relatively high stretchability)
and develop thermal conductivity values as high as 11.0± 0.5 W ·m−1 ·K−1 in the stretching
direction at strains of 400%.

1.1 Results and Discussion
Three primary composite compositions are investigated, i) LM inclusions, ii) solid particles, and
iii) multiphase composites consisting of LM inclusions and solid particles (Figure 1 a-c). In all
cases, the matrix phase is a highly extensible silicone elastomer (Gelest Ex-Sil 100) and the LM is
eutectic gallium indium (EGaIn), where φ = 0% represents the unmodified elastomer (no
additional filler). The solid particles in the multiphase composites are Fe, Ag, Cu, or Ni, all of
which have a diameter of 1 µm and the LM inclusions generally have an average major radii of 10
- 15 µm. The composites are fabricated by shear mixing uncured elastomer with the different
fillers. For multiphase composites, the solid particles are mixed into the LM, and then this
suspension is mixed into the uncured elastomer phase. The composites are then cast, cured, and
prepared for mechanical and thermal testing. Mechanical properties are evaluated under tension
on composite films in a dogbone geometry. The thermal conductivity is measured using a
transient hot wire (THW) technique in which a 25 µm diameter platinum wire is placed between
two slabs of the material to be measured.

Mechanical and thermal characterization of the three types of composites is presented in
Figure 1d-f. Here, the multiphase composites are comprised of solid filler:LM in a 1:1 ratio by
volume. It is found that solid particles and multiphase systems where the solid particles alloy
(Cu) with the LM result in the stiffest materials with the lowest strain at break, the LM+Fe 1:1
composite which does not alloy displays moderate stiffness and strain at break, while the LM
composite is significantly softer and more extensible than both systems for any given volume
loading. We also found that higher volume loadings of solid particles and multiphase composites
cause incomplete wetting of the particles in our system, which results in granular and paste-like
materials which are too brittle for mechanical testing. This was observed in the φ = 40% Fe, φ =
50% LM+Fe, and φ = 40% LM+Cu samples, accounting for the absence of mechanical test data
for these materials in Figure 1. Thermal conductivity is measured and is found to be similar for all
the three types of composites up to φ = 40%, with the multiphase LM + Cu displaying a slightly
increased thermal conductivity (k = 1.9± 0.1 W ·m−1 ·K−1) compared to the other materials
(k ≈ 1.5 W ·m−1 ·K−1). However, it is found that the liquid inclusions can be loaded to
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Figure 1: Mechanical and thermal properties for soft composites. Schematics of a) liquid, b) solid, and
c) liquid-solid multiphase composite, where relative particle size is based on the average particle radius
found through particle analysis, with LM droplets and solid particles on the order of 10 - 15 µm and 1 µm
respectively. d-f) Tensile modulus, Strain at break and Thermal conductivity, all with respect to total volume
percent filler (φ). Inset in (f) shows the region where k ≤ 2 W · m−1 · K−1. Dashed lines are guides to
the eye. All error bars represent ±1 SD and are not displayed if smaller than the data point size. Tensile
modulus and strain at break of φ = 40% Fe, φ = 50% LM+Fe, and φ = 40% LM+Cu samples are not plotted
due to the brittleness of the samples leading to testing inability.

significantly higher loadings (φ = 80%) compared to the solid phase alone (φ = 30%) while still
being an elastic solid. The higher LM loading (φ = 80%) allows the thermal conductivity to be
increased to k = 6.7± 0.1 W ·m−1 ·K−1, well beyond the solid or multiphase composite while
still being relatively soft (tensile modulus ≈ 680 kPa) and deformable (strain at break ≈ 30%).
These results demonstrate that when the multiphase composites are mixed with equal volume of
solid and liquid fillers, the soft mechanical response degrades faster than the thermal conductivity
increases.

To evaluate the thermal conductivity under strain, we modify the THW setup to stretch the
elastomer while thermal conductivity is measured both transverse and along the direction of
stretch. These measurements can then be decomposed into the orthotropic thermal conductivity
values of the bulk material (kx, ky, kz), where ky is defined as the stretching direction (Figure 2a).
Here we find that the unfilled elastomer (φ = 0%) displays a constant thermal conductivity in the
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direction of stretch of ky ≈ 0.3 W ·m−1 ·K−1. When a LM composite (φ = 60%) is stretched, ky
increases as strain is increased up to 400% strain where ky = 11.0± 0.5 W ·m−1 ·K−1 (Figure
2b). This value is one of the highest reported for an electrically insulating, soft composite
material. To model this behavior we utilize a modified Bruggeman formulation that allows for
predictions of thermal conductivity as a function of strain by considering the change in aspect
ratio of the LM droplets during stretching.34 In Figure 2c, we plot k/k0 as a function of strain for
the φ = 60% LM composite in the ky and kx directions. The model well predicts the behavior
where ky increases and kx shows a slight decrease upon stretching. This prediction is achieved
without any fitting parameters and captures the strain dependent thermal conductivity of the
elastomer-LM composite.
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Figure 2: Thermal-mechanical coupling. a) Schematic of the stretching experiment setup with THW probe
in the inset b) Absolute values of thermal conductivity in the direction of stretch for an unfilled elastomer
(φ = 0%) and a LM composite (φ = 60%). c) Strain vs normalized thermal conductivity along the direction
and transverse direction of stretch where the solid lines represent theoretical predictions. All error bars
represent ±1 SD and are not displayed if smaller than the data point size.

To demonstrate the thermal-mechanical coupling behavior we embed resistive heaters in the
elastomers and use an infrared camera to monitor the change in temperature upon turning the
heating element on and off. Two volume fractions (φ = 0%, 60%) and two strains (50%, 275%)
are chosen to illustrate the effect of filler and strain (See Figure 3a). Each sample consists of two
halves activated using oxygen plasma, stretched to the predetermined strain and bonded to the
resistive heating wire (Nichrome wire) on either side (Figure 3b). The samples are connected in
series to a power supply to maintain a constant current. The average temperature of regions at the
center of each sample (square regions in first IR image in Figure 3a) are monitored over time and
plotted in Figure 3c. When a constant current (600 mA) is supplied to this system at t = 0 s, the
unfilled elastomer (φ = 0%) reaches a higher temperature and at a faster rate compared to the LM
composites. Furthermore, when the power supply is turned off, the LM composite at 275% strain
shows a more rapid decrease in temperature relative to both the LM composite at lower strain
(50%) and the unfilled elastomer. This demonstration shows how both the composition and
applied strain influence heat conduction and the potential for these soft-composites for use in
stretchable electronics, soft robotics, and programmable matter where combinations of thermal
conductivity and mechanical compliance are required.
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Figure 3: Resistive heating demonstration with infrared imaging. a) Schematic of the samples used for
demonstration with LM filler volume fractions (φ = 0%, 60% and 60%) and strains (50%, 50% and 275%)
respectively. Squares in the first IR image show the region in each sample where the temperature was
monitored. b) Schematic showing the sectional view of a sample bonded on either side of a resistive heating
wire (both halves are similar in dimensions, a section of the top half is cut out to show the details). c) Plot
showing the average temperature in the monitored regions as a function of time as the resistive heaters are
powered on and off.

2 Kirigami-inspired Structures for Smart Adhesion
The art of paper cutting, often known as kirigami and jiǎnzhı̌, can be applied to engineer materials
with unique functional properties such as elastic softening, high extensibility and the creation of
complex 3D morphologies, through designed cuts.35–39 This approach has been implemented to
enhance functionality of diverse material sets, leading to a spectrum of smart electronics and
sensors.40–46 Although there have been many reports on the mechanical behavior of kirigami
structures and their potential functional applications, the influence of incisions or the complete
removal of film materials at interfaces has not been well explored. With the ability to tune
mechanics and structure through cuts, kirigami-inspired designs offer great potential to control
adhesion and wetting through the precise control of interfacial properties.

Here we show that kirigami-inspired structures at interfaces provide a mechanism to
spatially control and enhance adhesion strength while providing directional characteristics for
high capacity, easy release interfaces. Kirigami-inspired adhesives are created by introducing cuts
through rapid laser machining into continuous adhesive films consisting of elastomeric interfaces
supported by inextensible films. Although cutting films has been utilized in various art forms, we
choose to describe the presented patterns as kirigami-inspired as we utilize repeating cut patterns
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in continuous films with interconnected structures, which are characteristics of kirigami design.
We study the peel adhesion response of these systems by varying interconnect structure and
interfacial geometry. This approach introduces spatially varying regions of stiff and compliant
regions which allows for the systematic tuning of bending rigidity and actual contact width. As
cracks propagate through these regions a material defined characteristic length scale is found to
dictate force enhancement, where above a critical length bending rigidity and actual contact width
can be tuned in stiff and compliant regions to enhance adhesive force capacity by a factor of ∼100
across a sheet. The influence of interconnects on adhesion is further investigated and as the
number on interconnects increases, the adhesive force decreases and approaches that of a
homogeneous strip as the bending rigidity contrast between stiff and compliant regions decreases.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the anisotropic properties of kirigami-inspired adhesives, where
peeling along orthogonal directions results in anisotropic adhesive ratios of ∼10. These
experimental results are supported by theoretical predictions in which the bending rigidity and
actual contact width of kirigami-inspired interconnects and structures are found to drive adhesive
capacity. This model well describes the experimental data and provides general design criteria for
diverse kirigami-inspired adhesive structures. These structures and design criteria open new
possibilities for advanced adhesive functionality, including spatially controlled systems, wearable
electronics, and anisotropic bandages that enable strong adhesive capacity and easy release,
which we demonstrate with a skin mounted kirigami-inspired adhesive strip.

2.1 Results and Discussion
Three different adhesive designs are created to investigate the effect of kirigami-inspired
structures on peel adhesion (Figure 4a-c). Each design consists of alternating stiff and compliant
regions of equal thickness, which are made of an adhesive layer and encapsulation layer of
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (E = 880 ± 40 kPa) separated by a inextensible polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) strip (E = 2.6 ± 0.1 GPa). In both regions, the PDMS serves as the adhesive
layer. Model A consists of alternating sections of discrete stiff and compliant regions, where the
PET sheet is absent in the compliant region. Model B introduces stiff interconnects, which bridge
across the compliant regions to connect the stiff regions. Model C is designed by eliminating the
PDMS regions between interconnects in the compliant regions, creating an open structure.
Initially, there are three interconnects, one at each edge and another in the center of the strip. The
adhesive strips are examined with 90◦ peel adhesion measurements, where the interfacial crack
propagates through the alternating compliant/stiff regions.

To optimally design kirigami-inspired adhesives the relative size and geometry of the stiff
and compliant regions needs to be controlled. We consider the heterogeneous kirigami-inspired
adhesive as a repeating array of unit cells with a compliant and a stiff region. The stiff region is
characterized by width ws, length ls, and thickness ts, which consists of a PET sheet tPET and
two encapsulating PDMS layers tPDMS . The width and thickness of the stiff region are constant
throughout the experiment (ws = 46 mm, ts = 0.75 ± 0.1 mm). The length ls = 2, 4, 8, 12, 20 mm
is selected based on the characteristic length of the stiff region (lch,s =

√
2EcIc
wGc
≈ 6.4 mm), where

the characteristic length lch is a length scale comparable to the dimension of the stress field at the
peel front.47 If ls is smaller than lch,s the peel front propagates from a compliant region to a stiff
region without fully undergoing the crack arresting effect, which reduces adhesion enhancement.
The compliant region is characterized by width wc, length lc, and thickness tc in the same manner.

To quantitatively explain the adhesion enhancement of kirigami-inspired adhesives we
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Figure 4: a-c) Schematics of kirigami-inspired adhesives, which consist of alternating stiff and compliant
regions, under 90◦ peel loading. (a) The compliant region of Model A is continuous, whereas (b) Model
B incorporates rigid interconnects on the continuous layer and (c) Model C consists of interconnects sup-
ported by an adhesive with voids between interconnects. d) A representative normalized peel force versus
displacement plot for each model.

follow a fracture mechanics energy balance approach. For a homogeneous adhesive strip under a
90◦ peel loading the crack propagates with a steady state peel force with Fpeel = wGc, where w is
the strip width and Gc is the critical strain energy release rate for interfacial fracture.48 However,
for a heterogeneous strip, the peel force in the compliant region (Fc) and stiff region (Fs) vary as
the crack propagates into the interface between these regions. This interface modifies the shape of
the bent adhesive strip, which changes the mechanical energy in the system.47, 49 The change in
shape depends on the bending rigidity (EI) of the two regions, where E is the elastic modulus
and I is the second moment of area. Additionally, for the case of kirigami-inspired adhesives, the
actual contact width changes as the crack travels across the interface from wc to ws. In this
framework, the effective adhesion enhancement ratio of peel force is calculated by considering
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the variation of total energy such that:

Fs
Fc

=
EsIsws
EcIcwc

(2.1)

where the subscripts s and c denote the stiff and compliant terms respectively. Equation 2.1
shows that the enhancement ratio of kirigami-inspired adhesives is controlled by the difference in
bending stiffness EI and actual contact width w in both regions.
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Figure 5: a) Schematic diagram of a Model C adhesive and a directionally reconfigured adhesive. b) Fpeel
versus displacement plot for a Model C and reconfigured adhesive. c) Fs and d) adhesion enhancement ratio
(Fs/Fc) for Model C and the reconfigured model. ls = 8 mm for components a-d. e) Fs versus ls/lch,s where
ls is varied from 2 to 20 mm. f) Adhesion anisotropy ratio (Fs,C/Fs,R) versus ls/lch,s where the lines are the
predictions from Equation 2 with the specified α values and the blue shading represents the region within
these limits. Grey regions in e and f represent regions where ls/lch,s < 1. All adhesives within the figure
have three interconnects (N=3).

Due to the directional nature of the kirigami structures, kirigami-inspired adhesives are
expected to display anisotropic adhesive characteristics. This is investigated by selecting a unit
cell in the Model C design and rotating 90 degrees with constant dimensions to create a
reconfigured model (Figure 5a). Figure 5b shows a plot of normalized peel force as a function of
displacement for a Model C adhesive and a directionally reconfigured adhesive (ls = 8 mm and
wint = 2 mm). The average peak force of the Model C design is ∼10x higher than those of the
reconfigured model. Figure 5c and d summarize these results by plotting the peak force Fs and
the adhesion enhancement ratio Fs/Fc of the two directionally contrasting designs. It is shown
that when cuts are perpendicular to the crack propagation direction, the peak force and
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enhancement ratio are high. Alternatively, the reconfigured model has cuts parallel to the crack
propagation direction, resulting in a low peak force and enhancement ratio. This is due to two
primary factors. First, Model C meets the criterion ls > lch,s, while the reconfigured design does
not, resulting in enhanced crack trapping and adhesion enhancement for Model C. Second, the
actual contact width in the compliant region for Model C is reduced, where wc = 0.13ws while
the reconfigured structure has wc = 0.50ws.

To design cut patterns for anisotropic adhesion we consider the following criteria. For
Model C, ls ≥ lch,s and wint << lch,s, this will result in an increased Fs,C and a decreased Fc,C ,
where we introduce the second subscript to denote the design. Upon reconfiguring Model C (90
degree rotation), the slender interconnects from Model C become the stiff regions in the
reconfigured model, where due to the condition that wint < lch,s, the crack will not fully arrest and
Fs,R will be reduced. Further, the contact width at the stiff interface in the reconfigured model
should be minimized while still allowing for crack arrest in Model C, here we find that ls,C '
lch,s. To quantify this effect, first we define the adhesion anisotropy ratio as Fs,C/Fs,R where Fs,C
is the peak force in Model C and Fs,R is the peak force in the reconfigured model. Given the
conditions above, the stiffness variation in the reconfigured model is reduced and approximations
are made such that ws,R = wc,R and Fs,R = αFc,R, where α describes the magnitude of crack
arrest in the reconfigured model with α = 1 representing a minimized crack arresting response.
Upon rearranging Equation 2.1 to Fs,C = (EsIsws/EcIcwc)Fc,C and substituting the respective Fs
terms into the adhesion anisotropy ratio, we find that for ls ≥ lch,s:

Fs,C
Fs,R

=
EsIsws
EcIcLsα

(2.2)

where Ls =
∑NR

i=1 ls,i and NR is the number of rotated stiff segments in the reconfigured
model. This shows that the adhesion anisotropy ratio is inversely proportional to ls when ls ≥
lch,s, demonstrating that for maximum anisotropy ratios, ls should be approximately equal to lch,s
to provide enhancement in Model C while minimizing peel width during removal of the
reconfigured Model. This is experimentally examined by varying ls across the range 0.31lch,s ≤ ls
≤ 3.1lch,s for Model C and the reconfigured model and measuring Fs,C and Fs,R. As seen in
Figure 5e, Fs,C increases until ls/lch,s ' 1 at which point Fs,C reaches a plateau value, while Fs,R
increases throughout the ls/lch,s range as the peel width increases. Therefore, when looking at the
adhesion anisotropy ratio (Fs,C/Fs,R) in Figure 5f, a maximum value is obtained when ls/lch,s '
1 and then decreases as ls increases. When Equation 2.2 is plotted with three different α values,
the data is best described by α = 2, demonstrating that modest crack arrest occurs at the stiff
regions in the reconfigured model. By further minimizing crack arrest by decreasing wint the
adhesion anisotropy ratio could be further enhanced. These experiments and analysis demonstrate
that through designed layouts of elasticity and interconnects, kirigami-inspired adhesives with
desired anisotropic properties can be created.

To examine the general behavior of kirigami-inspired adhesives relative to the theoretical
predictions from Equation 2.1, we plot the adhesion enhancement ratio (Fs/Fc) as a function of
the bending stiffness and the width ratio (EsIsws/EcIcwc) in Figure 6a. The plot shows excellent
agreement between the experimental data and Equation 2.1 without any data fitting parameters.
When an adhesive is homogeneous, there is no enhancement in peak force (Fs = Fc). In contrast,
when a periodic layout of kirigami-inspired patterns is introduced onto the adhesive, periodic
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undulations of peel force are observed (Fs > Fc). The adhesion enhancement ratio Fs/Fc of the
kirigami-inspired adhesives varies by a factor of ∼100 relative to a homogeneous adhesive. For
the case of Model B and C, experimental data points are distributed along the prediction line,
which depends on the number of interconnects in the compliant regions. The peak force Fs and
the adhesion enhancement ratio Fs/Fc decrease with an increasing number of interconnects as the
heterogeneous system becomes more similar to a homogeneous strip. A deviation from this
prediction is observed for Model C with a single interconnect (N = 1), where the theory over
predicts the experimental value. We attribute this deviation to the poor load sharing across the
single interconnect. These results provide a general design criteria for kirigami-inspired adhesives
under peel loading, where further tuning of interfacial structure such as changing thickness,
interconnect geometry, or materials could lead to greater enhancements and control of adhesion
force.

ba c

20mm

Figure 6: a) Log-log plot of the adhesion enhancement ratio (Fs/Fc) versus the contrast in bending stiffness
and width (EsIsws/EcIcwc), where the solid line is the prediction from Equation 2.1. b) Log-log plot of the
enhancement ratio in work of adhesion versus EsIsws/EcIcwc, the solid line is an empirical fit with y=1/4x
+ 3/4. In both figures, data points that do not meet the length criterion ls > lch,s are excluded. c) Photograph
of a kirigami-inspired adhesive peeling off of an arm.

We also compute the work of adhesion Wad of kirigami-inspired adhesives, which
represents the work done by an external loading system during the creation of new surfaces
between the adhesive and substrate.50 The work of adhesion when a peel front crosses a stiff
interface is given by calculating the area under the curve of a peel force-displacement plot such
that 1

ws(δp−δ0)

∫ δp
δ0
F (δ)dδ, where δ0 is the displacement at which the crack begins transversing a

stiff interface and δp is displacement at the peak force. The enhancement ratio in work of adhesion
Wad,s/Wad,c as a function of EsIsws/EcIcwc is presented in Figure 6b, where Wad,s/Wad,c

increases as EsIsws/EcIcwc increases. Here we find Wad,s

Wad,c
≈ 1

4
EsIsws

EcIcwc
, which shows that the

enhancement in work of adhesion increases at a slower rate that than the enhancement in force
with respect to EsIsws/EcIcwc. This difference in the scaling for force and work of adhesion
provides a mechanism to increase force capacity without expending excess energy during
separation. This could be useful for applications such as climbing robots where adhesive capacity
is desirable for supporting loads without large amounts of energy consumption during locomotion.

These results provide guidance for the design and implementation for new classes of
adhesive materials. We believe this work will be useful for bandages and wearable electronics,
where adhesion to skin can be controlled spatially and directionally. Additionally, as functional
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kirigami devices find uses in skin mounted applications, the principals developed here can
provide insight into component placement and interfacial structure for controlled and strong
adhesion. To highlight this potential, a kirigami-inspired adhesive is mounted on the arm in
Figure 6c. When peeled perpendicular to the cuts, a high resistance to peeling is observed at every
compliant-to-stiff interface, however, it is easily peeled off when the cuts are parallel to the
peeling direction, as the peel front propagates without meeting a stiff interface, as demonstrated in
the anisotropic results in Figure 5. This proof-of-concept for spatially controlled and anisotropic
adhesives demonstrates a path for high capacity, easy-release dry bandages and wearable devices.
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